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A Look Back at KSC Materials
Engineering
§ “Malfunction Junction” or “MAL” Labs
§Support since Gemini, mostly testing and
failure analysis.

§ Laboratory personnel supported major
accident investigations.
§ Materials and Processes (M&P)
Engineering within each program until
~2006.
§ISS M&P, Shuttle M&P, LSP M&P personnel
under one Division.

§ M&P Engineering and Failure Analysis
started merging at end of SSP.
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Current KSC M&P Engineering
§ Multi-User Spaceport evident in M&P Engineering
support:
§Concurrently working on Orion, SLS, EGS, ISS, CCP, LSP,
Payloads, R&TD and supporting other commercial companies.
§Emphasis on CCP Materials Certification – System and Subsystem
Managers for M&P of Spacecraft and Launch Vehicles for both
partners.

§ Agency M&P community:
§Closing gap between NASA centers.
§Agency-level M&P requirements documents (NASA-STD-6016,
NASA-STD-6012).
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Challenges to M&P Certification
Disclaimer: Everything in this
presentation is publicly available
§ Innovations in materials and processes
such as additive manufacturing (metallic, inspace manufacturing), expandable habitats,
coating technologies, nanomaterials.
§ Advanced structural composites:

§Composite cryo tank, composite
habitats, composite crew modules.
§ Reusability
§ Concurrent programs in development, qual,
and testing phase.
http://www.spacex.com/news/2017/06/03/first-dragon-reflight
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jc52ssQ65cU
https://gameon.nasa.gov/projects-2/archived-projects-2/composite-cryogenic-propellant-tank/
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Additive Manufacturing in the News
§ Overview video
§ 2016: NASA Engineers Test Combustion Chamber to Advance 3-D
Printed Rocket Engine Design
§ 3-D printed fuel turbopump, fuel injector, valves, and other components.
§ Traditionally manufactured main combustion chamber.
§ 12 test firings, 30 seconds each.

§ 2017: NASA Tests First 3-D Printed Rocket Engine Part Made with
Two Different Alloys
§ Low pressure hot-fire tested engine more than 30 times in fall of 2017.
§ Igniter usually composed of four brazed and welded parts.
§ Created by hybrid process called automated blown powder laser deposition
of Inconel and copper alloy.
§ Hybrid process is CNC machining + AM.
§ Single build, 10” x 7” build envelope.

§ 2017: Over 100 Orion parts are 3-D Printed
§ 2017: ISS Additive Manufacturing Facility
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Additive Manufacturing
in Private Industry
§ SpaceX – 3-D printed Main Oxidizer Valve (MOV) body in one of the
nine Merlin 1D engines and Inconel SuperDraco Engine Chamber.
§ Boeing – 3-D printing of PEKK parts in the air revitalization system,
interior closeouts and support structures of CST-100.
§ ULA – 3-D printed Atlas V ducting system in payload fairing using
ULTEM 9085 thermoplastic, stratasys fused deposition modeling.
§ Blue Origin – 3-D printing Monel hydraulic turbine for complex
internal flow passages to the BE-4 engine housing of the Ox Boost
Pump (OBP).
§ Aerojet Rocketdyne – 3-D printed rocket engine injectors in AR1
kerosene engine using selective laser melting
§ Pratt and Whitney – Powder nickel-based superalloys to create
complex designs. Over 100,000 3-D printed prototypes.
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Additive Manufacturing Certification
§ Complexity in materials certification due to the
number of materials, processes, and quality:
§ Metallic vs nonmetallic materials, number of processes,
parameters (and drift), post-machining and thermal
processing (metals), qualification.

§ Current NASA M&P standards use internal and
industry standards which have not yet caught
up with actual AM use.
§ ASTM, SAE AMS, AWS, etc. working on standards.

§ NASA had to develop in-house AM standard, led
by MSFC and partnering between manned
space flight programs (Commercial Crew, SLS,
Orion) which actively have AM parts.
§ It has been recommended that the MSFC standard is
used as the interim basis for certification via tailoring.
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MSFC AM Standard
§ Originally drafted a Center-level MSFC
requirement (Jul 2015)
§ Conducted wide-reaching Peer Review
(Aug – Oct 2015)
§ NASA Centers and NESC
§ Partners (Aerojet Rocketdyne, SpaceX,
Lockheed Martin, et al)
§ Industry (GE, Honeywell, et al)
§ Certifying Agencies (FAA, USAF, ONR, et al)

§ Revised version in two parts: standard and
specification
§ MSFC-STD-3716 “Standard for Additively
Manufactured Spaceflight Hardware by Laser
Powder Bed Fusion in Metals,” 2017
§ MSFC-SPEC-3717, “Specification for Control and
Qualification of Laser Powder Bed Fusion
Metallurgical Processes,” 2017
www.nasa.gov/oct
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What the MSFC Standard Delivers
§Certified/Qualified design

Approved Product
Development Plan

§ Supported by part classification

§Certified/Qualified materials
§ Statistical basis

• Qualified Metallurgical Process
(QMP)
• First Article Inspection (FAI)

§Certified/Qualified process
§ Process control
§ Material property evaluation
§ Womb to tomb
§ Statistically substantiated

• First Article Plan

• Witness Requirements/Criteria
• Build execution policies
• Post-build processing

§Certified/Qualified NDE
§ Statistical basis
§ Tied to Fracture Criticality

KEY POINT:
Although the MSFC standard was written specifically for the Laser
Powder Bed Fusion process it’s principles can be applied to any AM
process for the purpose of certification.
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Commercial Crew M&P

§ Flight tests are scheduled this year to prove space systems meet
NASA’s requirements for certification.
“The goal of the Commercial Crew Program is safe, reliable and cost-effective
transportation to and from the International Space Station from the United States
through a public-private approach. NASA, Boeing and SpaceX have significant
testing underway, which will ultimately lead to test missions when the systems
are ready and meet safety requirements.”
Jan 2018
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Lightweight Materials Research
§ Lightweight, multifunctional materials, manufacturing and
structures for deep space exploration systems considered a top
challenge.
§ Robust, multifunctional, lightweight structures are desirable.
§ Cost associated with up-mass have to be taken into consideration.

§ Beyond Low Earth Orbit (b-LEO), galactic cosmic rays (GCRs)
interact with spacecraft materials to produce harmful secondary
radiation.
§ Neutron absorption for spacecraft safety is essential to address for longduration crewed space missions.
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Limitation to Using Low Z Materials
§ Emphasis shifted to shielding with low
atomic number (Z) materials, such as
polymers (hydrocarbon backshells),
water, polymer matrix carbon fiber
composites, liquid hydrogen, and
boron nitride carbon nanotubes.
§ Although investigations on the
shielding efficacy is promising, using
them as structural materials has
limitations:
§ Strength (polymers)
§ Synthesis in bulk form (Nanotubes)
§ Fabrication (composites)
§ Joining/bonding (all)
§ Containment (Water, LH2)

§ The preferred material of choice for
spacecraft primary structure for NASA
long-duration designs continues to be
metallic, mostly aluminum alloys.
4Sheila

Thibeault, NASA LaRC, NIAC Project: Radiation Shielding Materials Containing Hydrogen, Boron, and Nitrogen: Systematic
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Computational and Experimental Study

Historical NASA Use
§ JPL Ranger lunar spacecraft, 1960-1963
§ Used Mg in covers, tubes, and fittings of bus chassis.
§ Originally Mg had been added for weight reductions, but it
absorbed solar energy and had to be wrapped in Al foil.
Redesign changed spacecraft structure from Mg to Al to
improve thermal efficiency.

§ Mariner 4 Mars Flyby mission, 1964
§ Replacement of fiberglass laminated honeycomb fairing with
Mg after fiberglass could not withstand flight environment

§ Saturn IB/V, 1960s
§ Lightened Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) by using
Mg-Li alloy LA141 chassis, the first application of that alloy in
structural fab for electronics
§ Originally used Mg castings for CM data storage equipment,
but could not find satisfactory plating to fulfill salt spray
requirement
§ Mg housing of CM television camera had AMS 2478, Dow 17
protective coating that passed week salt spray test and was
used.

§ Hubble Space Telescope, 1980s
§ Science Instrument Control and Data Handler was formed from
a Mg alloy originally, but created dissimilar metals concern
when then components were mated to the aluminum ORU tray.
Overcome by using a conductive elastomer pad. New design
used aluminum.

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/releases/60s/release_1964_0298.html; http://history.nasa.gov/SP-4210/pages/Ch_12.htm; http://history.nasa.gov/SP-14
www.nasa.gov/oct
4210/pages/Ch_4.htm#Ch4_Top; http://www.history.nasa.gov/SP-4206/ch8.htm;
http://history.nasa.gov/SP-4009/v3a.htm;
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20100025442.pdf

Shuttle Trade Studies
§ Early trade studies
showed cost benefits
that guided materials
selection for primary
structure and TPS
§Mg HM21A-T8 was candidate
but obviously not used.

Wings in Orbit, Scientific and Engineering Legacies of the Space
Shuttle, 1971-2010; NASA/SP-2010-3409 Page 274
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Common Comments About Magnesium
Doesn’t that stuff catch on fire?
Usually true for pure magnesium in powder or thin ribbon sections, but not for
alloys commonly used in many industries.

Once a fire starts, it is difficult to extinguish
Advances in self-extinguishing alloys, specifically WE43 (Y-Re-Zr) and Elektron
21 (Nd-Gd-Zn-Zr) alloyed with rare-earth elements.

Magnesium corrodes easily
Advances in alloying with high-purity levels of Copper, Nickel, and Iron increase
corrosion resistance.
Newer Mg-Li alloys that form carbonate-rich film on surface2.
Advances in surface finishes by industry.
Galvanic coupling can be avoided by design.

1

https://www.fire.tc.faa.gov/pdf/AR11-13.pdf

2
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http://newatlas.com/corrosion-resistant-magnesium-alloy/40600/
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Anecdotal Reasons for not using Mg
from NASA experts
§ It’s not flammability – we have used them occasionally and they
are not flammable in the weights in which they are used. I think
it’s mainly corrosion.
§ We have some prohibitions in 6016 that were carried over from
earlier standards and I don’t know the origin.
§ Corrosion and stress corrosion are big problems for magnesium
parts. Fatigue life and fatigue crack growth is poor.
§ I have worked with a lot of designers, and magnesium has yet to
win out in a design trade.
§ If you ever got a fire started, it wouldn’t stop, and even a small
part that burned up would destroy the spacecraft. But I don’t
think that’s the main reason.
§ When I worked helicopters they were common for transmission
cases (gear boxes). Corrosion was a big concern.
17
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Motivation for KSC Led or
Co-Led Projects
§ Started focusing on the use of magnesium in place of aluminum
for some non-structural non fracture-critical applications.
§ NASA-STD-6016 has limitations due to corrosion, wear, and
machining inside capsule.
§ Commercial aircraft use was limited by FAA due to fire
propagation concerns
§ Development of new alloys that overcome those challenges and extensive
testing has caused FAA approval for secondary structural components in the
last few years.
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Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC)
§ MSFC-STD-3029, Guidelines for selection of
metallic materials for stress corrosion
cracking resistance:
§Table 1: High resistance to SCC
M1A, LA141, and LAZ933
§Table 2: Moderate resistance
AZ31B and ZK60A
§Table 3: Low resistance
AZ61A and AZ80A

§ Materials and Processes Technical
Information System (MAPTIS) lists 15 Mg
alloys that mostly match MSFC-STD-3029
ratings.
§ Limited number of alloys listed in the
tables, need additional SCC testing in order
to use different Mg alloys.
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Changes to Requirements
NASA-STD-6016 Rev A
4.2.2.4 Magnesium
a.

Magnesium alloys shall not be used except in areas where minimal
exposure to corrosive environments can be expected and protection
systems can be maintained with ease and high reliability.

b.

Magnesium alloys shall not be used in primary structure or in other
areas of flight hardware that provides mission-critical functions that
are subject to wear, abuse, foreign object damage, abrasion, erosion,
or at any location where fluid or moisture entrapment is possible.

c.

Magnesium alloys shall not be machined inside spacecraft modules
during ground processing or in flight, because machining operations
can ignite magnesium turnings and cause fire.
20
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Magnesium Research
§ Partnership with University of Florida to model
and testing neutron absorption behavior of
various magnesium alloys for potential deep
space use.
§ Develop high strength Mg-based alloys doped with
thermal radiation mitigation (neutron-absorbing)
elements.

§ Collaboration with LaRC on additive
manufacturing (electron beam free form, EBF3)
of magnesium alloys.
§ Leading project for testing flammability and
corrosion resistance of various magnesium
alloys for ISS environment.
§ Results will be presented at AeroMat 2018
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NASA Vision
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